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                Windows and doors specialist

                We supply and fit high quality windows and doors from European manufacturers. Uni Windows is sought after by personal and commercial customers across the UK. We pride ourselves on our standards of customer service. We are able to personally assist with all aspects of your order.
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                            Wooden Windows

                            Wooden windows excel in unique tightness and thermal performance. It includes various design realizations for modern buildings, including passive ones, but also perfectly fitting solutions...
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                            Alu-clad Windows

                            Alu-clad windows offer an advantageous combination of wood and resistant aluminium cladding.
Excellent solution for buildings exposed to intense weather
conditions such as mountain or...
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                            Aluminium Windows

                            Durable aluminium window system offers reliable solution for various pusposes, from public or office spaces to residential buildings, including passive ones. It allows appliction of thermal...
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                            Sash & Case Windows

                            Traditional, discreetly improved or lookalike sash & case windows are supplied with various styles of fittings, furniture, glazing and colour in order to satisfy even the most demanding customer or project.
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                            uPVC Windows

                            Plastic profiles offer very good insulation and acoustic parameters. Thanks to various decors and color variations, these windows are perfectly adaptable to particular needs and overall character of the building.
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                            Alu uPVC Windows

                            Alu uPVC Windows offer innovative protection using durable aluminium cladding system whilst retaining all the warmth and performance of PVC windows. Cost-effective energy efficient system offering multiple design options.
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                            Roof Windows

                            Our roof windows offer great thermal performance and fill the space with light and stylish ambience. We supply traditional, modern or high standards fitting solutions.
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                            Tilt & Turn

                            Tilt & turn windows open inwards for increased safety, ventilation and easier upkeep. In order to satisfy different needs, we supply tilt & turn windows of various profiles made of wood, aluminium, PVC or advantageous combination of materials. 
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                            Casement Outward

                            Outward-opening casement may exclude wind and rain easily and does not obstruct curtains and blinds when they are drawn together. We supply wooden, aluminium or alu-clad windows to satisfy various needs of customers.
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                            Sash & Case

                            Traditional, discreetly improved or lookalike sash & case windows are supplied with various styles of fittings, furniture, glazing and colour in order to satisfy even the most demanding customer or project.
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                            Fully Reversible

                            Fully reversible window rotates 180° allowing for safe and easy cleaning of the outside pane. In addition, it offers great light and ventilation options.
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                            Roof Windows

                            Our roof windows offer great thermal performance and fill the space with light and stylish ambience. We supply traditional, modern or high standards fitting solutions
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                            Entrance doors

                            Our exterior doors stand for long-term investment as it offers strong construction, great thermal performance and adaptable design.
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                            Folding Sliding Doors

                            Folding sliding doors are perfect solution for wider openings. The ability to completely open up a wall and allow access to the garden or roof terrace is a highly desirable feature...
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                            Lift & slide doors

                            Uni Windows lift and slide soors stand for a perfect solution for all types of interior. When closed the lift and slide door looks aesthetic and allows an abundance of light in. It allows making considerably...
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                            Balcony doors & French doors

                            Uni Windows balcony doors & french doors allow for an easy access to your patio or roof terrace and are perfect solution for small to medium size openings.
We supply single or...
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                            Tilt & Slide Doors

                            Our space saving tilt & slide doors perfectly combine sliding system with the tilt and turn functionality of European windows. The operation is simple, smooth and effortless. With one turn of the handle it slides horizontally or tilts the...
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                UNI WINDOWS

                WINDOW AND DOOR SPECIALIST

                If you are looking for reliable and high-quality windows and doors for your home, company or other spaces, do not hesitate to contact us. We select and implement solutions that perfectly match the needs of our clients and the overall character and conditions of the space. We emphasize precision, both in the area of the project itself and the care of our customers.
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                Olly Bassi, Edinburgh

                Perfect job from start to finish, all the crew were brilliant, hard working and cheerful and went above and beyond to make sure everything was right. Took great care of the house and produced great results. Thinking of renewing a few more windows now!!!
    
            

            
                Stephanie Lothian, North Berwick

                We have been really delighted with our triple glazed windows, sliders and doors from UNI windows. From start to finish everything ran very smoothly and the product is very high quality. We renovated 3 Farm Steadings and a farmhouse using UNI windows throughout. I would highly recommend!
    
            

            
                Csaba Tabor, Livingston

                Thank you so much to Josef and his team for the first class service. We had a new door fitted this week and from the first point of contact you have been so helpful and efficient. Josef provided exceptional and professional service and went above and beyond to deliver quality. The work was completed on time and we couldn't be more impressed by the end result. I would not hesitate to recommend this company in the future. Excellent value and a pleasure to deal with. Thanks again guys, we're delighted with our new door.
    
            

            
                Jenny Pritchard, Dumfries

                Highly recommended. The windows supplied on our self build are absolutely top notch. The quality is amazing. We have aluclad timber frame windows and sliding patio doors. From start to finish the guys were helpful and professional. The fitters were very efficient, making easy work of what was a challenging design and location. Very satisfied with the end result.
    
            

            
                Jo Hobbett, Fife

                Fantastic windows, competitive prices and excellent after sales service. Highly recommend Joseph and his team!
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                FSC - FOREST FOR ALL FOREVER

                
                Uni Windows is proud to offer FSC-certified joinery in pine, oak and meranti timber. The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an organization that promotes responsible forest management and protects forests for future generations.

Windows and doors made of pine and oak are FSC-certified as standard.
more info
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                SBD - SECURE BY DESIGN

                SBD is the only way for companies to obtain police accreditation for security-related products in the UK. Whilst the Police Service itself is unable to recommend specific security-related 
                products, SBD act as an effective gatekeeper and signpost people to companies and products that meet SBD accreditation.
more info
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              Uni Windows Ltd.
Unit 6, Edgefield Industrial Estate
Loanhead, EH20 9TB  
            
	
            
              Uni Windows Limited is registered in Scotland.
Number SC398155. VAT Number 120 7004 74
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